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bookings!

•	 Changes to the ROC

•	 How long before you have 
to replace running shoes?

•	 Christmas Camp

•	 A Summer of Super Clinics

Two long serving LANSW volunteers, Ken Gardiner and Barry Garment, have both 
recently received acknowledgment for their services to Little Athletics;  Ken by Little 
Athletics Australia and Barry by the NSW Sports Federation.

Ken Gardiner was inducted into the volunteer category of the Little 
Athletics Australia Roll of Excellence, at a gala award dinner held at 
The Pier in Geelong on 19 October. Ken is a deserving recipient of 
this honour, having been involved in Little Athletics in NSW for over 
40 years! 

Ken, like most volunteers, became involved in Little Athletics through his own children. 
This first involvement was with the Finley Little Athletics centre in the Riverina area of 
NSW in 1972. Ken is still a coach for Finley Little Athletics centre to this day! By the 
1973/74 season, Ken was already heavily involved with the sport and took on the role of 
Riverina zone coordinator. Amazingly, Ken is still the zone coordinator for the Western 
Riverina zone today, although he has not held this position continuously. He has on 4 
occasions over the years held the position of zone coordinator - twice for the Riverina/
Eastern Riverina Zone in the 70’s & 80’s and twice for the Western Riverina zone from 
1994-1998 and again from 2002-2012. Now, the name Ken Gardiner is synonymous with 
the term athletics in the Riverina area.  

Ken’s involvement has not however been limited to the local area. He was the assistant 
carnival manager at the LANSW State Championships in the mid 70’s and continued 
as a chief high jump official throughout the 80’s and 90’s.  Ken was a LANSW State 
Team Manager from 1991 to 1995 and a Vice President of LANSW from 1993 to 2000. 
He has coached at numerous LANSW coaching camps and clinics over the years; 
presented at Introduction to Coaching Courses, Basic Event Instruction Courses, Officials 
Accreditation Seminars; and mentored countless officials and coaches.  Amazingly, 
Ken has only missed one LANSW Annual Conference in the last 40 years!! For obvious 
reasons, Ken was awarded Life Membership of LANSW in 1987.  

Ken Gardiner is and always will be one of Little Athletics NSW biggest contributors – 
congratulations Ken on this recognition by the national body of Little Athletics!

Barry Garment, who is already a Little Athletics Australia Roll of Excellence inductee, 
was also recently recognised for his contribution to the sport. Barry was presented 
with a Distinguished Long Service Award by the NSW Sports Federation, at their 
Annual Sports Awards at Allphones Arena on 28 November.

Barry Garment has also been involved in Little Athletics in NSW for over 40 years! 
Barry began as an age manager with the Condell Park Little Athletics club (part of 
the Bankstown centre) in 1971, and from the outset was involved with the centre 
itself. His contribution to the Bankstown centre was such that he was awarded Life 
Membership in 1977.

LITTLE ATHLETICS NSW 
VOLUNTEERS RECOGNISED!



CHOICE HOTELS PARTNERSHIP 
MEANS SAVINGS FOR YOU!
Choice Hotels Australasia have come on board as a partner of Little Athletics NSW and as a result you can save on 
accommodation bookings!

As part of the program any Little Athletics members, their friends and family, have the opportunity to book with any of the 
hotels under the Choice banner and receive 15% off the best available accommodation rate. All you need to do is enter 
the Little Athletics NSW code when booking accommodation with any of the Choice Hotels and you will receive the instant 
discount.
  
Little Athletics NSW Code - 00 23 11 00
 
For each booking made using this code, Choice Hotels will also donate an amount back to Little Athletics NSW.

We encourage you to pass this code on to all of your family, friends and colleagues, which will help them receive discounts 
on their accommodation bookings, and help us to generate additional funds.

Choice Hotels Australasia, representing the Econo Lodge, Comfort, Quality, Clarion and Ascend brands, have more than 
280 hotels, inns, suites and resorts across Australia, New Zealand and Singapore. To take a look at all of the Choice Hotels 
please visit http://www.choicehotels.com.au/

In 1988 Barry and his wife Anne moved to Silverdale in outer Western Sydney. Even though their own children 
were by this stage too old for Little Athletics, Barry believed that the area was in need of a Little Athletics centre 
and so together with Anne, he established the Warradale Little Athletics centre in 1989. He has been a member of 
the committee since that time. 

Since his first involvement in the sport, Barry has also offered his services to LANSW. From the early 1970’s 
through until this day, Barry has been a key official at LANSW Championships and events. Barry was presented 
with a LANSW Officials Recognition Award in 2005 for his outstanding contribution to LANSW as a state official. It 
is estimated that Barry has officiated at over 150 State Carnivals! Barry has also contributed to the LANSW in an 
administrative capacity. He joined the LANSW Board of Management in 1978 in the portfolio of Special Meetings 
and continued in this role through until 1982, when the position became obsolete. Barry has attended virtually all 
Association Meetings and Conferences over the past 40 years and was awarded Life Membership of the LANSW 
in 1988.

Barry Garment is one of Little Athletics biggest supporters, and a truly inspirational volunteer – congratulations 
Barry on this recognition by the peak industry body for sport in NSW!
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Let me begin my President’s Message by wishing all of our NSW 
Little Athletics family compliments of the Season and continuing 
success in the remaining half of the 2013/14 season.

Despite the massive challenge of holding our registrations at 
last year’s record level, early indications are that some centres 
are already above last year’s registrations and others are heading 
towards similar numbers as last year.  This news is tempered with 
the fact that yet other centres are experiencing the normal  
cyclical downturn normally associated with the post Olympic 
season.  For those centres again attracting good registration 
numbers, we hope to find out how they are achieving this success 
so we can share it with all of you.

Last weekend we had over 1,200 teams competing in what is 
one of our major events, the NSW State Relay Championships at 
Sydney Olympic Park, with approximately 600 teams competing 
each day in the junior and senior championships.  Unfortunately, 
a severe thunderstorm disrupted the junior event on Saturday for 
1½ hours, but we were able to recover 30 minutes of that time 
when we resumed after the storm had passed over.  The weather 
was much kinder for the Sunday of the senior championships, 
with plenty of sunshine replacing the inclement weather of the 
day before.

My congratulations are extended to all the teams for the way they 
participated with excellent sportsmanship and plenty of keen 
competition fully evident.  As usual my thanks go to all LANSW 
officials and the centre helpers whose contributions made both 
days go smoothly.

Many of you will be aware that we have been asked by the 
Australian Sports Commission (ASC) to consider the possibility of 
merging with the senior athletics body to have a unified national 
governance body for our sport.

Their argument is that we are now the only major sport in  
Australia which is not administered by one body, and whilst in the 
past having two separate athletic bodies was not  
detrimental to the sport, it may not necessarily be the best way 
in the future.  This they suggest is because we are now in a much 
more competitive sports and family entertainment environment 
than ever before, with our competitors becoming increasingly 
more professional in their marketing and promotion of what they 
offer participants.

The ASC are also keen to provide greater levels of funding to 
participation to the sport of athletics, but as they are only able to 
recognise one national body per sport, they are unable to fund 
participation in Little Athletics which holds by far the majority of 
junior participants in the sport.

To consider this prospect the board of Little Athletics Australia is 
participating in an ASC convened steering committee along with 
representatives of Athletics Australia.  This steering committee 
has reached the stage of developing a Heads of Agreement (HoA) 
which is essentially the mechanism to establish an interim body to 
do the work required to develop a model to put to the respective 
member associations (in our case LANSW membership) to  
ultimately vote on whether a merged model is the way of the 
future for the sport of athletics.

At the AGM at Taree this year, both the National President of Little 
Athletics, Dereck Fineberg, and myself made it clear that it would 
be up to the members of LANSW to make the final decision as to 
whether we accept that a merged single entity is the way to go for 
athletics in both NSW and across the country.  That commitment 
will be honoured and there will be no final decision taken without 
a member vote.  The ASC recognises and accepts the final decision 
will be up to the individual State member associations of both AA 
and LAA.

At this stage it is envisaged that if the HoA is signed by all three 
parties (ASC, LAA and AA) that the ASC will fund an interim body 
to do the modeling and to liaise with all member associations 
about progress in developing the merged model and consulting 
with the membership – most likely at the 2014 AGM (to give it time 
to do much of the essential work) with the expectation that each 
member association will be in a position to vote on a merger or 
otherwise by no later the first half of 2015.

I will keep you informed of further developments but please  
understand that it is still early days in the process towards what 
will clearly be a major decision for the future national governance 
and eventually delivery of our sport.

Yours in sport,

Neil Sandall

A WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT...

NEIL SANDALL
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With all our centre’s and athletes into the swing of the season 
I hope everyone is having a great time.  For our first time 
athletes and parents I hope you are enjoying your introduction 
to LA’s.  The great thing about Little Athletics is that it does not 
matter about your level of ability or what event you might be 
best at, because you are not racing anyone else but yourself.  
We can do this by focusing on beating our times or distances 
achieved before.  Achieving personal bests (PB’s) and having 
a go is what Little Athletics is all about.  Let’s not lose focus of 
our motto, ” Family, Fun and Fitness”.

With zone carnivals having started or starting soon, they create 
a great opportunity for centre’s to have fun and get closer 
as a team.  Competing against other centre’s from your zone 
creates friendly rivalry and having the opportunity to run 
against athletes from other centres creates a fun challenge.

So what draws people to Little Athletics?  Anecdotally here are 
a number of suggestions:

From athletes:
1. Learn how to run fast
2. Get fitter
3. Different events to do
4. No pressure as I don’t have to win but just try and beat my 

previous time
5. Get to see my friends

From parents:
1. Nice relaxed atmosphere
2. Not as competitive as other sports
3. Treat it as a social event and catch up with other parents
4. Only have to take my kids to one location for sport
5. Not as expensive as other sports.

With the sport last season experiencing record registrations 
and numbers looking like they are holding for this season, 
it means that we must be doing somethings right.  I hope 
everyone continues to enjoy themselves.  Good luck to those 
athletes competing at zone and aspiring to compete higher.  
Remember we only get out of something what we put in.

Michael Gray
Business Development Director



The R
OC

(The Rules of Competition)

Did you know.....
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What is the ROC?
The ROC is the LANSW Rules of Competition.  It contains the requirements for competition for LANSW  
carnivals.  Whilst the basic rules for athletic competition are contained in the IAAF Competition Rules we 
have modified those rules to suit children.  These modified rules are contained in the ROC. 

Where can I find the ROC?
All centres should have a copy of the ROC.  The ROC can also be found in the Competitions section of the 
LANSW website, under Rules of Competition.

Where can I find the Standard Rules?
The Standard Rules can also be found in the competitions section of  
the LANSW website, under Rules of Competition.

CHANGES TO THE ROC
•	 In relation to protests, the starters decision is final, not even the 

track referee can overturn it.  

•	 Photographic and/or video evidence from outside the arena 
will never be used by the referee to make a decision on a 
protest.

•	 Apart from the call room attendees checking the athletes’ 
uniform, the starters assistant will also check that the 
competitors are wearing their centre uniform, complete with 
registration number on front (with red border showing); centre 
number on back; age patch on the left hand side and sponsors 
patch on the right shoulder. If any athlete is in incorrect 
uniform, they will need to rectify this prior to being able to 
compete.

•	 Appropriate footwear is compulsory for all competitors in all 
events.

•	 The youngest age group to be permitted to wear spikes is the 
U9’s.

•	 Competitors must not wear spike shoes with the spikes 
removed (in any event).
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Championship News
TRANS TASMAN
Congratulations to the 89 athletes who have gained selection in the LANSW Trans Tasman Team to 
tour Auckland in January 2014.  Good luck to all of the U11 and U12 athletes who are  
competing in the Trans Tasman Challenge Match, which will be held at Mt Smart Stadium,  
Auckland on 19 January 2014.  

STATE RELAYS
Over 1200 teams competed at the 2013 State Relay carnival.  The junior day had 638 teams and 
the senior day 609.  

We continued with our no calls for events and this worked extremely well.   The program was fully 
timed.  Athletes knew exactly when they needed to be at the call room and when their event 
would commence.

The program ran a little behind time on the Saturday due to us having to stop during a  
thunderstorm.  We ended up being just over one hour behind by the end of the day.  Our  
appreciation to all athletes, parents and officials for their understanding during this delay.

On Sunday, the program was actually completed a little earlier than originally advised.  All the  
4 x 400m finals were put forward by 20 minutes.

Thank you to all of our officials who, once again, did a fantastic job.  We received many positive 
comments from the many parents and spectators on the way in which the carnival was organised 
and run over the weekend.  

Congratulations to all of the athletes who were in teams who broke the current State Record.  
There were 15 team records broken, with nine being on the track and six in the field.  One of these 
track records will be submitted to Little Athletics Australia as a potential Australian Best  
Performance.

ZONE CHAMPIONSHIPS
The first of our 24 zone championships was held in mid November, with the majority to be  
completed within the next two weeks.  We hope that all athletes have “FUN” at their zones.  We 
look forward to seeing your results!

Once zones have been completed, the results will be posted in the competition section of our 
website.

For your information, the progression from zone to region is as follows: -
Regions with three zones will have four automatic places progress; regions with four zones will 
have three automatic places progress; and regions with two zones will have six automatic places 
progress through to their respective regions. Then a maximum of four next best qualifiers from 
each region will also be taken through to the respective regions.  Making a total of up to 16  
athletes in each event at each region

Lists of the athletes who have qualified to each of the regions will be posted on the website,  
under Competition/Region Championships, following the completion of the last zone in your 
region.

STATE MULTI-EVENT
Don’t forget that entries for the State Multi-Event for athletes in the U7 to U17 age groups (to be 
held at Myimbarr Community Park, Flinders (Shellharbour) on Saturday & Sunday, 1 & 2 March 
2014) close at the Little Athletics NSW office on Wednesday, 12 February, 2014.  Athletes can 
only enter online.  Please click HERE to go directly to the ONLINE registration page.  More  
information, including accommodation details, polo shirt orders etc. is also available on the State 
Multi-Event page of our website.

https://eventdesq.imgstg.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=main&EventDesqID=4290&OrgID=914


We’ve all heard of the recommendation by shoe companies and running stores that we should replace our shoes every 
400-500 miles to avoid injury. But it’s also likely that you know of runners who get endless mileage out of a single pair 
of shoes with no apparent ill effect. Today, we’ll examine the science to see if there’s anything to this recommendation 
of when to replace shoes.

While most of the visible wear to a shoe occurs on the upper fabric and the “outsole,” the hard rubber bottom of a 
running shoe, the wear that most affects biomechanics (and thus, the wear most likely to have an effect on injury risk) 
occurs inside the midsole.

The midsole is the thick layer of (usually white) EVA foam that cushions impact and, in some cases, is designed to 
modulate your foot mechanics. Many shoes have a “dual density midsole,” denoted by a grey block of denser foam 
under the arch. This medial wedge, as it is called in the shoe industry, is designed to resist pronation.

While EVA foam is quite resilient, research shows that it still breaks down over the course of thousands of foot strikes.

The degradation in shock absorption as shoes get older
In a fairly old study, Cook, Kester, and Brunet at Tulane University examined the degradation in mechanical shock 
absorption in a variety of different shoes.

First, using a “running machine” which simulated the impact associated with running hundreds of miles in a pair of 
shoes, the researchers tested in a controlled way how the shock absorption changed over time. Then, they compared 
these artificially worn shoes to shoes worn by actual runners over an equivalent volume of running.

In the machine-simulated running, shoes had decreased to 75% of their initial cushion after only 50 miles; this 
cushioning dropped to 67% after 150 miles and ultimately to 60% after 500 miles.

The shoes worn by the real runners also declined in cushioning, following the same pattern of rapid decrease in 
cushion initially, tapering off and nearly leveling out at 500 miles of running. But when worn by real runners, the shoes 
only dropped to 80% of their initial cushioning—good news for shoe-shoppers.

Finally, Cook et al. tested the “decompression” theory, which many runners have likely heard of. Allegedly, if you 
alternate between two pairs of shoes to let the EVA foam decompress over 24 or 48 hours, you’ll retain cushioning in 
your shoes better. This turned out not to be the case.

But, while the evidence is clear that shoes do change significantly as they accumulate more mileage, does that mean 
that your running mechanics will change because of it?

How Long Before You Have to 
Replace Running Shoes? 

– A Scientific Approach to Switching Shoes

Coaches 
Corner
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Have you ever asked this question below? I researched on the internet and found this article quite interesting. Hopefully 

this may help. (Some amendments have been made to ensure no bias towards specific sporting brands.) - Alvin.
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Change in mechanics as shoes get older
In one of the few good studies on the subject, Kong, Candelaria, and Smith at the University of Texas at El Paso 
examined the changes in running mechanics after a group of 24 runners covered 200 miles over the course of their 
regular training.

The runners were split into three groups, each of which wore a different shoe. First, at the initial evaluation of 
running mechanics (before the 200 miles of training), there were no differences between the groups. This should 
teach us a thing or two about how shoes can (or rather, can’t) affect running mechanics. But, more to the point, there 
were only minor changes in running mechanics after the 200 miles of wear on the shoes (none at all in the hip and 
knee), and no changes in actual forces measured.

So, even though we may reasonably predict that the shoes had lost 20% of their cushioning capacity, there was no 
change in impact forces!

This should come as no surprise to regular readers of this blog, since we’ve seen before that the body adapts to 
various surfaces by changing leg stiffness. The increased stance time that Kong et al. observed hints that the leg 
becomes more compliant to adapt to the stiffer, thinner worn shoes.

The other findings of Kong et al. are also in line with adaptations associated with running on harder surfaces, like 
flatter foot placement. Additionally, there were no differences in mechanics between wearers of the different shoe 
types after the 200 miles of training either.

What does all this research mean?
First, we know for sure that shoe cushioning deteriorates over time. As you accumulate more and more mileage in 
your shoes, they become thinner and stiffer. What’s more, this deterioration is worst in the first few dozen miles you 
run in a pair of shoes—this might explain why some runners find that a shoe that feels great in the store starts to 
feel not so great after just a few runs.

On the other hand, these changes don’t have a big effect on your running mechanics. Your body adapts to the 
gradually changing situation beneath your soles, allowing you to maintain an even stride over a range of shoe 
conditions. However, the way your body does this is by altering muscle activation. So, when you run in a shoe that’s 
thinner and stiffer after 500 miles of training, your leg muscles are tuned to be looser, compensating for the shock 
absorption lost from your shoes. There’s no telling how this may affect forces inside your body, even though there’s 
no change in forces outside of your body.

Finally, don’t worry about “resting” your shoes to let the foam decompress. I still think swapping between multiple 
pairs of different shoes is a good idea if you’re a high-mileage runner, but the benefit is more in switching up how 
your foot is stressed every day than it is in letting your shoes decompress.

Recommendations
Swapping out shoes at 400 or 500 miles is probably still a good idea, but don’t swap out an aging shoe because you 
liked how it felt fresh out of the box—shoot for shoes that feel good on your feet after 100 or 200 miles of running, 
since this is when a shoe starts to “bottom out” in its cushioning loss.

If you rely on your shoes for a specific biomechanical effect (especially when used in conjunction with a custom 
orthotic); it’s a good idea not to run too long in the same pair of shoes, since there’s no telling how your body will 
tolerate the altered surface. But if you are relatively healthy and just need a comfy pair of shoes to protect your feet, 
there isn’t any evidence that pushing the boundaries on shoe durability is going to cause any real harm aside from 
having a pair of shoes that look dirty and smell awful.
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DEVELOPMENT 
DIARY

“Have a go” and be a part of our longest running “live in” camp, the Christmas 
Camp. This year’s camp will be held on the 20-22 December at “Blue Gum Lodge”, 
Springwood. This fun filled weekend offers all members from the U9-U15 age groups 
the opportunity to:
•	 Meet lots of friends and have a fun weekend of Little Athletics in a ‘gadget free’ 

wholesome, fun environment.
•	 Participate in six coaching sessions (four event coaching sessions, two conditioning sessions and the 

inaugural “Be your Best“ Teams Challenge).
•	 Let your hair down at the Saturday Night Team Tabloid Party. This year’s theme: “LOUD shirt”. 
•	 Learn new skills for your next centre competition or prepare for upcoming LANSW championships.

For more information please contact Cheryl Webb at the LANSW office. Final closing date for applications is 
5pm on Monday, 9 December 2013.

Don’t Forget About the 2013 
Annual Christmas Camp

2014 SUPER COACHING CLINIC
Here is your opportunity to start the year in a “SUPER” way.  Be a part of the 2014 Super Coaching Clinic! This 
clinic is a joint initiative between Little Athletics NSW and Sydney Olympic Park Athletic Centre. The clinic is 
designed to provide participants in the U12-U17 age groups, an opportunity to enhance their skills at a world class 
venue. This is a great opportunity for some quality coaching prior to the major championship period of the season. 

This clinic has proven very popular over the years and numbers are limited.
When: Monday 13 and Tuesday 14 January, 2014
Where: Sydney Olympic Park Athletic Centre, Competition Arena
Who: Any interested LANSW registered athletes, of any ability, who are in the U12 to U17 age groups for the 
2013/2014 season.
Cost: See information/registration form for the registration fees.
Note: “Early bird” discounts apply for registrations received by Monday, 16 December 2013.  The final closing date 
for registrations is Sunday, 5 January 2014

The clinic features:
•	 Two	full	fantastic	days	of	coaching	and	activities	held	at	a	world	class	facility	
•	 Coaching	sessions	conducted	by	some	of	NSW’s	leading	athletics	coaches.
•	 Small	coaching	groups	to	ensure	personal	attention.	
•	 Athlete	education	workshops	(Monday).
•	 “Track	Duals”	team	competition	(Tuesday).
•	 Lots	of	fun	and	opportunities	for	social	interaction.	
•	 The	option	to	register	for	one	or	both	days.	

A SUMMER OF SUPER CLINICS! 



Quotes of the Month
“Obstacles don’t have to stop you. If you run into a wall, don’t turn around 
and give up. Figure out how to climb it, go through it, or work around it.”
- Michael Jordan

“One day or another every athlete feels like taking it easy. He stops trying to exceed his limits, and thinks he can keep 
winning because of his lucky star, or the bad luck of his opponents. You must overcome this negative instinct, which affects 
all of us, and which is the only difference between the person who wins a race, and those who lose. This is the battle you 
have to fight every day of your life.”
- Jesse Owens

“To give anything less than your best is to sacrifice the gift” 

- Steve Prefontaine

Some other comments from athletes who attended the 2013 Super Coaching Clinic include:

“I think that the clinic was awesome.”
“Best training ever! Can you please put more on?”
“Thank you for a great clinic.”
”I got a lot out of it and it was awesome.”
“I had a fantastic two days.”
“Great clinic, very friendly.”
“This has really helped me and has motivated me even more.”
“Thank you for all the great tips and skills and I look forward to coming back 
next year.”

For more information and to register, you can click on “Coaching Clinics” on the left-hand-side of the Little 
Athletics NSW website homepage and follow the links.

HUNTER TRACK CLASSIC COACHING CLINIC
Little Athletics NSW and the Hunter Track Classic will again combine by running two age-specific coaching 
clinics on Sunday, 19 January, after the Hunter Track Classic at the Hunter Regional Sports Centre, Stockland 
Drive, Glendale! There will be plenty of action on the track with a junior clinic for the Under 9 – Under 11 athletes 
and a senior clinic for Under 12 – Under 17 athletes. Both clinics will take place 8.30am – 12.15pm.

Under 12 – 17 Senior Clinic:
Several elite athletes and will be guests at the clinic. Athletes will select two specialist training sessions from the 
full range of events and take part in a workshop with the elite athletes. The cost of the clinic is $50 ($40 for JETS 
members).  

Under 9 – 11 Junior Clinic:
Each athlete will complete a set program which includes sprints, shot put, long jump and high jump. 
Athletes will be placed into groups with athletes of similar age. The cost of the clinic is $45.

Both clinics will be staffed by qualified, experienced coaches who are highly skilled in working with the age 
groups catered for by this event.

The closing date for all registrations is Sunday, 12 January 2014. Register by Thursday, 2 January to receive a 
FREE event t-shirt!

For more information and to register, you can click on “Coaching Clinics” on the left-hand-side of the Little 
Athletics NSW website homepage and follow the links.
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JETS Program Update
JETS Up and Flying!
The 2013-2014 JETS program officially began in October with the first JETS Coaching Clinic for the new season 
at Sydney Olympic Park Athletic Centre and the issuing of the October monthly JETS newsletter. At the time of 
writing, nearly 150 athletes have joined the program.

JETS Coaching Clinic at Sydney Olympic Park
Eighty JETS members took part in the first JETS coaching session of the new season on Sunday, 20 October at 
Sydney Olympic Park Athletic Centre.

The session began with a fantastic Q & A session with Brandon Starc, who recently represented Australia in the 
high jump at the IAAF World Athletics Championships in Moscow. 

The JETS members then took part in a warm up led by Brandon, followed by two 75 minute coaching sessions 
and an event group workshop conducted by the 11 JETS coaches in attendance. Another special guest, Youcef 
Abdi – dual Olympian in the 3000m steeplechase – was the middle distance coach for the day.

It was commonly agreed that the clinic was a huge success, the high quality of the coaching being commented 
on by many of the participants and parents. 

Other upcoming JETS Events:
(More coaching clinics will be announced as the season progresses).

2014 JETS Performance Camp
Dates: 11-13 July 2014
Venue: Sydney Academy of Sport & Recreation, Narrabeen

Super Discounts for JETS members
JETS members will receive a discount to attend the 2014 Little Athletics NSW Super Coaching Clinic at Sydney 
Olympic Park Athletic Centre being held 13-14 January, and also the Hunter Track Classic Coaching Clinic being 
held at Glendale on Sunday, 19 January 2014.

2014 JETS Performance Camp
The 2014 JETS Performance Camp will be held Friday, 11 July (2.00pm) to Sunday, 13 July (2.30pm) at the 
Sydney Academy of Sport & Recreation, Narrabeen. 

Applications for the camp are not yet open, but JETS members will receive notification as soon as they become 
available.

JETS Applications
Not a JETS member yet? For all information and to register for the JETS program, click on the JETS button on 
the left-hand-side of the Little Athletics NSW website homepage. For phone enquiries, contact the Little Athletics 
NSW office on 02 9633 4511 or 1800 451 295.
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U10 boys competing at Manly Warringah LAC
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Lily Jane Doyle (U6) being her best at  
Northern Suburbs LAC!

On 20 October, Ryan Grillis (U9) completed 
the 6km Run Wollongong event in 29 minutes, 
raising money for the  Wollongong Children’s 
Hospital. 
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This is Dominic Hurtado’s first year of Little 
Athletics and also his first time particpating in a 
lapathon. His parents were predicting he would not 
do more than one lap, so they collected the money 
for the minimum (5 laps for his age). With great 
weather, lots of help and support and some of his 
own determination, he completed ten laps in one 
hour! As a Tiny Tot, this put him in equal fourth 
for his age at only 3.5 years. He ended up doubling 
the money it was thought he would raise, which 
meant his very proud parents had to go back and 
ask family and friends for more money!
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Many Little Athletics centres have been participating in Pinkletics  
during the month of November. 

Well done to those centres who got involved and raised some amazing  
amounts of money for the McGrath Foundation. 

We would love to include some photos of some Pinkletic fun at your centre 
in our January/February Run for Fun edition. Please send them through to 

aharris@lansw.com.au before 31 December.

Jack secured Gold at the NSW PSSA State Championships for Shot Put back in 
September with a throw of 10.96m, giving Jack a position in the Australian School 
Sport Nationals competition in Brisbane held on 22 November. 

Jack had a wonderful lead up to State by coming 
1st in every event in his school carnival and he 
broke the Junior Boys Shot Put record by two 
metres and the Junior Boys Long Jump record by 
30cms. Jack competed in the zone carnival for 
Discus placing 1st / Shot Put placing 1st / Long 
Jump placing 1st / 100m / 200m and Relay and 
was the 2013 Zone Champion Runner Up.  

Jack went onto Regionals in Shot Put placing 1st, 
Discus placing 2nd, and Long Jump placing 11th, 
and this time was the 2013 Regional Champion. 
Jack was nominated as Junior Boy Athletics 
Champion at his school last year.

In addition Jack is a member of Northern Districts 
Little Athletics and won Bronze at State for Shot 
Put for U9’s, he was Age Champion in U9 and 
Age Champion Runner Up in U10. Jack was the 
winner of the Garde Throwers Award in U9 out of 
320 children at NDLAC. Jack won bronze at State 
Relays in the Long / High Relay. Jack also broke 
the U10 Hurdles Record last year.

Jack’s dream is to secure a position in the 2020 
Olympic Games in Japan in Shot Put and Discus 
and with his hard work and dedication, I wouldn’t 
put it past him to achieve his goal.  

Jack Gibbons (U11) from Northern Districts LAC
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Find A Word

ANCHOR
BOW

BRIDGE
CAPTAIN
CARGO

COMPASS
ENGINE
GALLEY

HEAD
KNOT

LIFEBOATS
NAVIGATE

PIRATES
PORT

RADAR
RADIOS
SAILORS

SEA
SINK
SOS

STARBOARD
STEAM
STORM
TUGS

G S V S E A K C A R G O L O

L A K I G T S T A N C H O R

E I N Y D A T D Y K C M U A

W L F Z I N A V I G A T E D

E O S E R R R G H L S O P I

K R S Q B H B W G E G N Y O

N S A I J O O K T N A K X S

I T P F B B A A S G L D S T

S O M N P O R T O I L C G E

T R O S C I D O S N E H U A

H M C A P T A I N E Y A T M

ALl at sea

to U11 Little Athlete EMILY BLACKETT from  
DUBBO LAC who won last  

edition’s Find-a-Word!!Congratulations
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